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EMULATION OF STRONGLY ORDERED MEMORY MODELS

Field of the Invention:

The present invention relates generally to the field of computers and computer systems.

More particularly, the present invention relates to the protection of memory consistency in

multiprocessor computing systems, and in processor devices for use in such systems.

Background Art:

Multiprocessor computer systems require reads and writes to memory to be communicated

between processors in a consistent way. The semantics of this communication are defined by

the architecture's memory consistency model, and different architectures make use of

different models. Some devices, such as the IBM POWER series of processors, provide

weaker memory ordering semantics than some other processors, such as those based on x86

and SPARC architectures. This leads to significant difficulties in correctly emulating such

processors on a POWER or similar device whilst maintaining high performance.

It should be noted that the term "multiprocessor" as used herein encompasses dual- and

multi-core processor devices, as well as multiple hardware thread and multiple CPU

systems.

A number of existing solutions are available for providing sufficiently strong memory

ordering on devices such as POWER processors:

- Explicit synchronisation: an emulator may make use of explicit synchronisation

instructions (for example, sync, isync, lwsync on POWER) between all memory access

instructions. This approach tends to exhibit poor performance though, as all memory

operations are fully synchronised, rather than only those which may affect other processors.

- Force serial execution: an emulator or operating system may enforce correct memory

ordering semantics by ensuring that only one software or program code portion (thread) of



execution may proceed at once, and that between scheduling of each task a suitable barrier is

inserted to allow all pending memory operations to complete. This effectively removes the

benefit of having multiple processors, and so is not useful for highly parallel workloads.

- Programmer intervention: the application code may be modified by a programmer to insert

appropriate synchronisation instructions or hints that allow the emulator to apply strong

ordering only when the program requires it. This is generally difficult to achieve as even if

source code is available, the programmer may not be able to manually identify all the areas

requiring such ordering.

- Strong Access Ordering (SAO) mode: the IBM POWER7 processor allows pages to be

marked as requiring strong memory ordering. Hardware in the form of a controller unit

(described in more detail hereinafter) then ensures that any accesses by any thread to these

pages occurs in a strongly ordered fashion, while access to other pages proceed as normal.

There is a performance penalty for requiring this ordering though, and in a multi-threaded

environment it has hitherto been assumed that all pages may be accessed by all threads, and

as such all pages are marked for SAO and incur this cost.

- Shared memory detection: this technique is described in United Kingdom Patent GB-

2444148B. In this approach, the emulator runs each separate thread of a process in its own

separate virtual address space, as well as allocating a shared address space which all threads

can access. Each page of virtual memory is mapped into only a single address space at a

time; that is, either that belonging to one thread, or the shared address space. When an

attempt is made by a thread to access a page of memory, if it is not in the thread's own

address space the access will fault, and the page can either be moved to that address space,

or moved into the shared address space. In the latter case, the instructions which accessed the

page are also retranslated to insert appropriate memory ordering instructions. This ensures

that any accesses to data which is shared between threads contains the appropriate

synchronisation, while data required by only a single thread does not require said

synchronisation and as such does not incur the associated performance penalty.

This last approach has the significant drawback that the decision as to whether to use

strongly or weakly ordered accesses on a given piece of memory becomes a property of the



code which accesses it, rather than the region of memory itself, as the code will typically

need to select which address space to access the pages in. This means that a single piece of

code which accesses both shared and thread local data will:

a) incur a fault and require retranslation each time it accesses a different piece of memory;

b) perform some address selection at runtime to determine the correct address space; or

c) make the most pessimistic assumption and move all data accessed into the shared address

space, thus removing much of the benefit of the technique. A further drawback of this

technique is the potential reliance on a very large virtual address space.

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide a means for enabling emulation of

memory consistency models in devices supporting differing memory consistency models

and, in particular, the emulation of strongly ordered architectures on a less strongly ordered

architecture.

Summary of the Invention:

In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention there is provided a computer

system, comprising:

- a memory having a plurality of program code portions stored therein, including at least a

first program code portion and a second program code portion;

- one or more processors arranged to execute the plurality of program code portions stored in

the memory; and

- a controller unit arranged to control execution of the or each of the processors, wherein the

controller unit comprises:

- a memory allocation unit arranged to divide a part of the memory into a plurality of

discrete pages;

- a page allocation unit arranged to assign a virtual page class, either shared or unshared, to

each page of the memory and to attach a respective first memory consistency model

indicator to each shared page; and

- a page access control unit controlling access by program code portions to memory pages in

dependence on the assigned virtual page class, wherein shared pages are accessible by all of



the program code portions, and unshared pages are accessible by only one of said first and

second program code portions;

wherein the controller unit controls execution of each program code portion, including

accessing for each a respective page of said memory, under a first memory consistency

model if said page is marked with the first memory consistency model indicator, otherwise

under a second memory consistency model.

The present invention makes use of a mechanism to ensure that multiple program code

portions (threads) of a process may not concurrently access pages of memory. One example

of such a mechanism is virtual page class key protection (described in more detail

hereinafter) provided in the IBM POWER7 architecture. When it is determined that certain

pages must be shared between threads, a first memory consistency model, such as strong

access ordering (SAO) is used to enforce the memory ordering semantics on these pages.

This provides higher performance than enabling SAO across all pages, but with a much

reduced cost associated with detecting which pages to share, as compared with memory

consistency emulation techniques such as those described in the above-mentioned United

Kingdom patent GB-2444148B. Such a solution is of benefit when emulating an architecture

with stronger memory ordering semantics on an architecture with weaker semantics, for

example emulating x86 or SPARC processors on POWER processors. There are other

possible uses described below.

Within a computer system according to the present invention, the page allocation unit may

be arranged to periodically remove the assigned virtual page class and first memory

consistency model indicator from all pages having the shared virtual page class. As will be

described, over prolonged operation a large number of pages may migrate towards the

shared status, affecting the efficiency of the operation, and periodically cutting the number

of shared pages addresses this issue.

In operation, a sub-group may comprise two or more of the said plurality of program code

portions (threads), and the page allocation unit may be arranged to assign the virtual page

class following detection by the page access control unit of an attempt to access a page by



any one of the threads of the sub-group. As will be described hereinafter, in such a system a

mechanism must be provided to ensure that the memory ordering semantics are

appropriately preserved - for example ensuring that only a single thread in a sub-group can

operate at any one time.

Typically the computer system has finite capacity, with the page allocation unit being

arranged to assign a fixed number n of virtual page classes, with one virtual page class being

shared and the remaining n-1 being unshared; in such cases the page allocation unit may

assign the shared virtual page class to all memory pages handled when the n-1 unshared

virtual page classes have been allocated. In a further optimisation, the controller unit may be

arranged to apply a prioritisation selection operation to select the n-1 threads or groups of

threads to receive the unshared virtual page class when n or more threads or groups of

threads are handled, for example the n-1 threads or groups of threads which most frequently

access unshared pages, with the remaining threads being assigned to the generally less

efficient shared virtual page class.

Also in accordance with the present invention there is provided a method to emulate memory

consistency models in a computer system in which a plurality of program code portions

access a memory during their respective execution, comprising the computer-implemented

steps of:

- dividing said memory into a plurality of discrete pages;

- assigning a virtual page class, either shared or unshared, to each page of said memory,

wherein shared pages are accessible by all of said plurality of program code portions, and

unshared pages are accessible by a sub-group of said plurality of program code portions;

- marking each shared page with a first memory consistency model indicator; and

- executing each program code portion, including accessing a respective page of said

memory, under a first memory consistency model if said page is marked with the first

memory consistency model indicator, otherwise under a second memory consistency model.

In such a method the first memory consistency model applied to shared pages suitably has

stronger memory ordering constraints than the second memory consistency model, thereby



enabling emulation of strongly ordered memory models in a device conventionally

supporting less strong ordering.

In the method of the present invention, each page may be initially neither shared nor

unshared, and the step of assigning a virtual page class may comprise:

- detecting an attempt to access a page by a first program code portion;

- assigning the unshared virtual page class to that page; and

- allowing access to that page by the said first program code portion.

The step of assigning a virtual page class may then be extended to comprise:

- detecting an attempt to access an unshared page by a second program code portion, which

second code portion is not part of the same sub-group of said plurality of program code

portions as said first program code portion;

- changing from unshared to shared the virtual page class for that page; and

- allowing access to that page by the said second program code portion.

This method may further comprising the step of periodically removing the assigned virtual

page class from all shared pages to address the possibility of long-term migration of large

numbers of pages to the shared virtual page class as mentioned above.

The above-referenced sub-group of said plurality of program code portions may comprise

just a single code portion or thread, or it may comprise two or more threads and the

assigning of the unshared virtual page class may follow detection of an attempt to access a

page by any one of those threads. When said sub-group comprises more than one thread, to

maintain memory ordering semantics only a single one of those threads is permitted to

execute at a time. On termination of a thread, any page associated thereto by the unshared

virtual page class suitably has that virtual page class removed, thereby freeing the page class

for other threads.

Although single pages have been referred to above, it will be recognised that two or more

discrete pages of memory may be grouped, with the assignment of a virtual page class to one



page of the group causing the assignment of the same virtual page class to all pages of the

group.

The invention further provides a computer program stored on a computer readable medium

and loadable into the internal memory of a digital computer, comprising software code

portions, when said program is run on a computer, for performing the method according to

the invention and as described above.

The summary of the present invention does not recite all the necessary features of the

invention, and sub-combinations of those features may also encompass the invention.

Brief Description of the Drawings:

The present invention will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to

preferred embodiments, as illustrated in the following figures, in which:

Figure 1 is block schematic diagram of the components of a multiprocessor computer system

suitable to embody the invention;

Figure 2 represents functional components of a computer system according to the invention;

Figure 3 represents the application of virtual page classes to memory pages;

Figure 4 is a flowchart representing the determination of virtual page class to be applied;

Figure 5 is a flowchart detailing the process for periodically resetting virtual page class

allocations;

Figure 6 represents the application of virtual page classes where plural threads are grouped;

and

Figure 7 is a flowchart detailing a modification to the process of Figure 4 .

Figure 1 schematically represents the components of a computer system 8 suitable to

embody the present invention. A processor CPU 10 is coupled with random access memory

RAM 12 and read only memory ROM 14 by an address and data bus 16. Also connected to

CPU 10 via the address and data bus 16 is a further processor 42, which may be a further

CPU sharing tasks with the first CPU 10, or may be a coprocessor device 42 supplementing



the function of the CPU 10, handling processes such as floating point arithmetic, graphics

processing, signal processing and encryption. Each of these internal hardware devices 10,

12, 14, 42 includes a respective interface (not shown) supporting connection to the bus 16.

These interfaces are conventional in form and need not be described in further detail

Also connected to the CPU 10 via bus 16 are a number of external hardware device interface

stages (generally denoted 18). A first interface stage 20 supports the connection of external

input/output devices, such as a mouse 22 and/or keyboard 24. A second interface stage 26

supports the connection of external output devices such as a display screen 28 and/or audio

output device 30, such as headphones or speakers. A third interface stage 32 supports the

connection to external data storage devices in the form of computer readable media: such

external storage may as shown be provided by a removable optical or magnetic disc 34

(accessed by a suitably configured disc reader 36). Alternatively or additionally the external

storage may be in the form of a solid state memory device such as an extension drive or

memory stick. The external storage may contain a computer program, containing program

software code portions which, when run by the CPU 10, perform the method according to

the present invention. A fourth interface stage 38 supports connection of the system to

remote devices or systems via wired or wireless networks 40, for example over a local area

network LAN or via the internet. A further computer system 44 is shown coupled via

network 40 with the first computer system 8 described above.

The CPU 10 may be of many different types, from different manufacturers, and based on

different instructions set architectures (ISAs). The feature relevant to the present invention

is that the CPU 10 is required to emulate a memory consistency model that differs from its

own, particularly but not exclusively to support a stronger degree of memory ordering than

when handling programs specifically written for it. In the following examples, the CPU 10

is an IBM POWER type of processor emulating a device with stronger memory ordering (for

example a device based on x86 or SPARC ISA) although the invention is not limited to such

specific processor types.

Virtual page class key protection, implemented in IBM POWER7 processors, is a convenient

means to allocate each page of storage to a separate storage class, although the present



invention is not so limited. The current POWER7 implementation permits up to 32 classes.

Each processor contains a register (the Authority Mask Register AMR) specifying read and

write permissions for each class. When a processor attempts to access a page of storage, its

permission to access the virtual page class of that storage is checked, and the access only

succeeds if it has sufficient permissions. The class to which a page of storage belongs may

be changed by updating its page table entry. The access permissions for a processor may be

updated by modifying its AMR. In a multithreaded application, an AMR may be maintained

for each thread which will be automatically applied by the operating system on thread

dispatch. There are various alternatives to virtual page class key protection: the key feature

of any alternative is that it provides a means to control access to different sets of pages by

different threads. In one alternative, the operating system sets up the page tables differently

for each thread, such that different threads are unable to access pages that are not shared or

their own private (unshared) pages.

Figure 2 illustrates the functional components of the computer system 8 of Figure 1

configured to apply virtual page classes to enable stronger memory ordering. The system

comprises a memory 50 which may be an area of RAM 12. The memory 50 holds a number

of threads (TH1, TH2, TH3, TH4) 52 for execution. A number of processors 54, 56, 58 are

coupled with the memory 50 and arranged to execute the threads. The processors 54, 56, 58

may comprise separate cores in CPU 10, the further processor 42, and/or a processor device

hosted by the further computer system 44. Each of the processors has a respective AMR

54a, 56a, 58a.

The system further comprises a controller unit 60 coupled with the memory 50 and

processors and arranged to control execution of the processors 54, 56, 58. The controller

unit 60 may be a separate device or a functional subset of the CPU 10 ISA. The unit 60

includes a memory allocation unit 62 arranged to divide a part of the memory 50 into a

plurality of discrete pages 64, a page allocation unit 66 arranged to assign a virtual page

class (either shared or unshared) to each page of the memory and to attach a respective first

memory consistency model indicator to each shared page, and a page access control unit

PAC 68 controlling access by threads 52 to memory pages 64 during execution in

dependence on the assigned virtual page class. Shared pages are accessible by all of the



threads, and unshared pages are accessible by only one thread or group of threads, as

discussed in more detail below.

The controller unit 60 controls execution of each thread, including accessing for each a

respective page 64 of the memory 50, under a first memory consistency model giving

stronger ordering if that page is marked with the first memory consistency model indicator,

otherwise under a second memory consistency model providing less strong ordering.

The invention works by assigning a virtual page class to each thread 52. No thread is ever

permitted to access another thread's class, so all pages 64 of memory are effectively

partitioned into classes according to which thread is using them. When multiple threads need

access to a page of memory, that page is placed in a special shared class which all threads

may access; all pages in the shared class are also marked with a memory consistency model

indicator (SAO mode indicator in this POWER7 example) to ensure strong memory ordering

semantics apply when needed. Pages not in the shared class do not need SAO enabled, as

they are guaranteed to be accessible by only a single thread.

A basic high-level algorithm for this method is now presented, with Figures 3A to 3D

showing a sequence of thread accesses to pages or groups of pages and the resultant

allocation and reallocation of classes. In the context of a POWER7 device, where 32 up to

classes are supported, virtual page class 0 is reserved as the shared class and classes 1 to 31

are available for allocation as unshared.

In Figure 3A, a number of pages 70, 72, 74, 76, 78 and 80 are available for access by a first

thread (TH1) 82. The pages are collected in three sub-groups, with the first sub-group

containing pages 70, 72 and 74, the second containing page 76, and the third containing

pages 78 and 80. To the left of each sub-group in the figure is shown the class type (CL=),

the class number (CL#=), and the SAO set/not-set indicator that applies to all pages in the

sub-group. The values shown in each of Figures 3A to 3D represent the values/settings for

CL=, CL#=, and SAO immediately prior to access by the thread shown. Initially, all

memory pages are marked as neither readable nor writable by any thread so in Figure 3A all

sub-groups have CL= and CL#= unspecified and SAO unset.



The first thread 82 (TH1) of the process is allocated the class 1. Its AMR is set to allow

access to class 1 and the shared class, class 0 . In Figure 3A, the first thread accesses the

single page sub-group 76: as can be seen in Figure 3B, the effect of this is to set CL=U (class

= unshared) and CL#=1 (class 1 is assigned) for the page 76. As the class is unshared,

strong ordering is not required and SAO is not set. The settings of CL=, CL#= and SAO are

unchanged for the other sub-groups.

Each subsequently created thread is allocated the next available class, and it is permitted to

access its own class, and the shared class. The second thread (TH2) 84 therefore has its

AMR set to allow access to classes 2 and 0 . In Figure 3B, the second thread accesses the

page 72 from the three-page sub-group 70, 72, 74: as can be seen in Figure 3C, the effect of

this is to set CL=U (class = unshared) and CL#=2 (class 2 is assigned) for each of the pages

70, 72 and 76. As above, since the class is unshared, strong ordering is not required and

SAO is not set.

The third thread (TH3) 86 has its AMR set to allow access to classes 3 and 0. In Figure 3C,

the third thread accesses the page 74 from the three-page sub-group 70, 72, 74: as can be

seen in Figure 3D, the effect of this is to set CL=S (class = shared) and CL#=0 (shared class

0 is assigned) for each of the pages 70, 72 and 76. Now, since the class is shared, strong

ordering is required and SAO is set.

As also shown in Figure 3D, the fourth thread (TH4) 88 has its AMR set to allow access to

classes 4 and 0 . Although the third thread 86 resulted in the allocation of the pages 70, 72,

74 to shared class 0, the thread 86 will retain its allocation to class 3 . When a thread is

terminated, all memory pages in that thread's class are marked as neither readable nor

writable by any thread. This thread's class is now available for a future thread to use.

Whenever a page of memory is first accessed by any thread, the access will fault as the

memory is neither readable nor writable. At this point, the correct read/write permissions are

applied to the page, and it is assigned to the class of the thread which accessed it. Now that

thread can access it, but no other thread can; as such, no memory synchronisation is required

on that page. This process is illustrated in more detail by the flowchart of Figure 4 which



commences at 100 with the division of an area of memory (50, Fig.2) into pages. At 102 an

access by a thread is detected, and at 104 a check is made as to whether the page sought to

be accessed has the shared class set. If so, the process moves to step 106 where the thread is

permitted to access the page and, at 108, the thread executes "strongly" - that is to say under

the stronger memory consistency specified by SAO. If not, at 110 a further check is made,

this time as to whether the class of the page sought to be accessed has the threads own class

(as specified by the AMR of the thread). If so, at 112 the thread is permitted to access the

page and, at 114, the thread executes "weakly" - that is to say not under the stronger

memory consistency specified by SAO.

If the test at 110 shows that the thread and page classes are not the same, the process moves

to 116 where a further test determines whether the page already has an unshared class set. If

so, the process moves to step 118, where the class for that page is set to shared, and then to

120 where the SAO marker for the page is set. After this, the process moves again to step

106 where the thread is permitted to access the page and, at 108, the thread executes

strongly.

Should the test at step 116 show the page is not set to unshared class (with step 104 having

already established that it is not shared), then at step 122 the class for that page is set to the

unshared class specified by the AMR of the thread, following which the process again moves

to access and strong execution at steps 106 and 108.

This is a relatively computationally inexpensive approach, requiring in the worst case only

two faults per page - the first will move the page into a thread's (unshared) class, and the

second will return it to the shared class. In most cases this cost will be more than offset by

minimising the number of pages in the shared class.

In an optional step, if the test of 116 determines that the page has neither shared nor

unshared class assigned (and the requesting thread has no class specified in its AMR), then

at 124 a determination is made as to whether all of the unshared classes have been allocated.

If not, the next available class number is assigned to the thread and, at 122, set for the page.

If there are no free (unallocated) unshared classes, the process defaults to step 118 where the



thread and class are set to shared, followed by access and strongly ordered execution at 106

and 108.

As an optimisation, in some cases it will be preferable to assign or reassign sub-groups

comprising a number of pages - for example, when one page on a larger region such as a

stack is accessed, the sub-group comprising the whole region can be moved at once, as with

the sub-group of pages 70, 72, 74 in Figure 3 . Assigning or reassigning regions rather than

individual pages may reduce the overall number of faults taken.

After some time of execution, all pages in use by the application will belong to either the

shared class, if they are used by multiple threads, or to individual threads' classes if they are

only required by a single thread. This means that only a small proportion of the total number

of pages must suffer the performance penalty of the stronger memory ordering semantics.

Despite the improvement in efficiency provided by the present invention as described above,

the skilled reader will understand that there are two potential issues in the solution as

described. Firstly, any pages which are used primarily by one thread, but are very

occasionally accessed by one or more other threads will continue to pay the cost of the

strong memory ordering. Secondly, the number of threads supported by this approach is

limited by the number of virtual page classes provided by the processor. Further

embodiments will now be described which address these issues.

To address the first of the above issues, at a regular interval all pages in the shared class are

removed from that class, and moved back into a thread's class on the next access. Pages

which continue to be shared will then move gradually back to the shared class as other

threads require them. This periodic removal is illustrated by the flow chart of Figure 5 .

Following the start of the process at 140, a check is made at 142 to obtain operating system

data from which at 150 a test determines whether predetermined criteria for triggering the

purging of the shared class have been met. The criteria may take a number of forms,

including the simple elapse of a fixed interval determined by reference to a timer 144.

Alternatively, the criteria may be derived from a source of data 146 about the shared class,

such as the total number of pages having the shared class or the percentage of total pages



having the shared class. In a further alternative the criteria may be derived from a source of

unshared class information 148 such as the number of unallocated classes available.

When the test step 150 determines that a purge is to occur the process moves to step 152 in

which all pages with shared class have their class deleted, followed by step 154 in which the

SAO indicators for those pages are unset. Following a suitable wait interval 156 the process

reverts to obtaining data at the check step 142.

To address the second issue and allow more threads to be supported than the number of

classes available, classes may instead be assigned to a group of threads, as will now be

described with reference to Figure 6 . Four threads (TH1A-C, TH2) 180, 182, 184, 186 are

shown, each of which is potentially seeking to access memory page 190. Three of the

threads (TH1A-C) 180, 182, 184 form a group 188, with a single class assigned for the

group, and all threads in the group 188 are able to access memory pages of that class and the

shared class, but not the unshared class belonging to any other page or group of pages. A

page of memory is placed in a class when it is used by any thread in that group of threads; it

is moved to the shared class when more than one thread group requires access.

In like manner to Figure 3, to the left of the page 190 in the figure is shown the class type

(CL=), the class number (CL#=), and the SAO set/not-set indicator that applies to that page.

The values shown in each of Figures 6A to 6D represent the values/settings for CL=, CL#=,

and SAO immediately prior to access by the thread shown. Initially, all memory pages are

marked as neither readable nor writable by any thread so in Figure 6A the page has CL= and

CL#= unspecified and SAO unset.

The threads (TH1A-C) of the group 188 are allocated the class 1. The respective AMRs are

set to allow access to class 1 and the shared class, class 0 . In Figure 6A, a first thread

(THIB) from the group 188 accesses the page 190: as can be seen in Figure 6B, the effect of

this is to set CL=U (class = unshared) and CL#=1 (class 1 is assigned) for the page 190. As

the class is unshared, strong ordering is not required and SAO is not set.



In Figure 6B, a second thread (TH1A) 180 from the group 188 accesses the page 190. As

can be seen in Figure 6C, the effect of this is to leave CL=U (class = unshared) and CL#=1

(class 1 is assigned for all threads of the group) for the page 190. As above, since the class

is unshared, strong ordering is not required and SAO is not set.

The fourth thread (TH2) 186 is not part of the group 188 and has its AMR set to allow access

to classes 2 and 0 . In Figure 6C, the fourth thread accesses the page 190: as can be seen in

Figure 6D, the effect of this is to set CL=S (class = shared) and CL#=0 (shared class 0 is

assigned) for the page 190. Now, since the class is shared, strong ordering is required and

SAO is set.

Within each group, only one member thread is permitted to execute at once. This is similar

to the serial execution approach described in the introductory portion of this document. In

this case, however, rather than allowing only a single thread of execution, the maximum

number of concurrently executing threads is equal to the number of virtual page classes

available, minus one (for the shared class).

An alternative approach to the second issue is to assign each of the classes to single threads,

but to place any additional threads in the shared class only, as shown at step 106 in Figure 4

where a determination that there are no unassigned classes leads to step 118 where the class

is set directly to shared. Such threads tend to perform less well because all of their accesses

would be to SAO pages.

A further alternative approach to the second issue is again to assign each of the classes to

single threads and then to prioritise threads and place the most important or intensive threads

in their own class, with the remaining (less important) threads placed in the shared class.

This is illustrated in Figure 7 which shows a replacement for steps 106 and 108 in the

flowchart of Figure 4 . Following from step 104 (Fig. 4) which determines that a page

desired to be accessed by a thread has no virtual page status set, step 200 tests whether all

the available unshared classes have been allocated. If there are no free unshared classes, at

step 202 the existing unshared classes and the newly received unshared class request are

parsed or otherwise processed to determine a priority rating for each. The priority ratings



are compared and, at step 204, if it is determined that the newly received unshared class

request has no higher priority than any of the already allocated unshared classes, the process

reverts to step 120 (Fig. 4) with the newly accessed page being set to shared status. If

however the test at step 204 shows there to be one or more lower priority unshared classes

allocated, then at 206 the pages or pages associated with the lowest priority of the allocated

classes have their class reset to shared and the SAO indicator is set. This then frees an

unshared class which, at step 208, is taken by the newly received page.

Some aspects of this invention are similar to the solution described in the above-referenced

United Kingdom patent GB-2444148B (hereinafter ' 148) however there are several

important distinctions. Firstly, the system of 148 detects the sharing of memory by the use

of separate virtual address space regions, which limits that solution to the number of address

spaces which can be supported within the addressable range available to processor. In the

worst case, only one such address space region may be possible, in which case that solution

would not be viable. The present invention does not require additional virtual address space,

as it uses virtual page classes to detect memory sharing between threads.

The system of 148 is described in terms of binary translation or dynamic code optimisation,

and it must modify the instruction stream in order for a thread to access the correct virtual

address space. The present invention does not use separate virtual address spaces, and as

such does not rely on code generation or modification. It is a significant benefit that the

present invention may be used to efficiently strengthen the memory ordering model of a

system by implementing the described features in the operating system. This could therefore

be used, for example, to provide an inexpensive strong ordering mode for applications

running on devices such as a POWER processor, perhaps to aid developers porting

applications from a more strongly ordered architecture. In such applications it is suggested

that instruction fetches are not protected by the existing virtual page class key protection

mechanism, and so any changes to the instruction stream would need to be identified using

other means.

In the present invention, the shared or unshared nature of a region of memory is associated

with the pages of memory themselves, rather than being associated with the code that



accesses them. This makes it more resilient in the case of utility code which accesses both

shared and unshared regions. Whilst 148 does refer to the concept of having a mechanism

similar to SAO which would remove the need to insert synchronisation instructions in code

which accesses shared memory, any code which accesses both shared and unshared regions

would however either need repeated retranslation, or potentially costly runtime selection to

determine how to access the memory. The present invention does not have these drawbacks.

Whilst embodiments of the present invention have been described above, the technical scope

of the invention is not limited to the scope of the above-described embodiments. It should

be apparent to those skilled in the art that various changes or improvements can be made to

the embodiments. It is apparent from the description of the appended claims that

implementations including such changes or improvements are encompassed in the technical

scope of the invention.

Registered Trademarks:

The following terms are registered trademarks and should be read as such wherever they

occur in this document:

SPARC

IBM

POWER

POWER7



CLAIMS

1. A computer system, comprising:

- a memory having a plurality of program code portions stored therein, including at

least a first program code portion and a second program code portion;

- one or more processors arranged to execute the plurality of program code portions

stored in the memory; and

- a controller unit arranged to control execution of the or each of the processors,

wherein the controller unit comprises:

- a memory allocation unit arranged to divide a part of the memory into a plurality of

discrete pages;

- a page allocation unit arranged to assign a virtual page class, either shared or

unshared, to each page of the memory and to attach a respective first memory consistency

model indicator to each shared page; and

- a page access control unit controlling access by program code portions to memory

pages in dependence on the assigned virtual page class, wherein shared pages are accessible

by all of the program code portions, and unshared pages are accessible by only one of said

first and second program code portions;

wherein the controller unit controls execution of each program code portion,

including accessing for each a respective page of said memory, under a first memory

consistency model if said page is marked with the first memory consistency model indicator,

otherwise under a second memory consistency model.

2 . A computer system as claimed in Claim 1, wherein the page allocation unit is

arranged to periodically remove the assigned virtual page class and first memory consistency

model indicator from all pages having the shared virtual page class.

3 . A computer system as claimed in Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein a sub-group comprises

two or more of said plurality of program code portions, and the page allocation unit is

arranged to assign the virtual page class following detection by said page access control unit

of an attempt to access a page by any one of said two or more program code portions of the

sub-group.



4 . A computer system as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 3, wherein the page allocation

unit is arranged to assign a fixed number n of virtual page classes, with one virtual page

class being shared and the remaining n-1 being unshared, and to assign the shared virtual

page class to all memory pages handled when the n-1 unshared virtual page classes have

been allocated.

5 . A computer system as claimed in Claim 4, wherein the controller unit is further

arranged to apply a prioritisation selection operation to select the n-1 program code portions

to receive the unshared virtual page class when n or more program code portions are

handled.

6 . A method to emulate memory consistency models in a multiprocessor computer

system in which a plurality of program code portions access a memory during their

respective execution, comprising the computer-implemented steps of:

- dividing said memory into a plurality of discrete pages;

- assigning a virtual page class, either shared or unshared, to each page of said

memory, wherein shared pages are accessible by all of said plurality of program code

portions, and unshared pages are accessible by a sub-group of said plurality of program code

portions;

- marking each shared page with a first memory consistency model indicator; and

- executing each program code portion, including accessing a respective page of said

memory, under a first memory consistency model if said page is marked with the first

memory consistency model indicator, otherwise under a second memory consistency model.

7 . A method as claimed in Claim 6, in which the first memory consistency model has

stronger memory ordering constraints than the second memory consistency model.

8. A method as claimed in Claim 6 or Claim 7, wherein each page is initially neither

shared nor unshared, and the step of assigning a virtual page class comprises:

- detecting an attempt to access a page by a first program code portion;

- assigning the unshared virtual page class to that page; and

- allowing access to that page by the said first program code portion.



9 . A method as claimed in Claim 8, wherein the step of assigning a virtual page class

further comprises:

- detecting an attempt to access an unshared page by a second program code portion,

which second code portion is not part of the same sub-group of said plurality of program

code portions as said first program code portion;

- changing from unshared to shared the virtual page class for that page; and

- allowing access to that page by the said second program code portion.

10. A method as claimed in Claim 8 or Claim 9, further comprising the step of

periodically removing the assigned virtual page class from all shared pages.

11. A method as claimed in any of Claims 8 to 10, wherein said sub-group comprises

two or more program code portions and the assigning of the unshared virtual page class

follows detection of an attempt to access a page by any one of said two or more program

code portions.

12. A method as claimed in any of Claims 6 to 11, wherein when said sub-group

comprises more than one program code portion, and only a single one of those program code

portions is permitted to execute at a time.

13. A method as claimed in any of Claims 6 to 12, wherein on termination of a program

code portion, any page associated thereto by the unshared virtual page class has that virtual

page class removed.

14. A method as claimed in of Claims 6 to 13, wherein two or more discrete pages of

memory are grouped, and the assignment of a virtual page class to one page of the group

causes the assignment of the same virtual page class to all pages of the group.

15. A computer program stored on a computer readable medium and loadable into the

internal memory of a digital computer, comprising software code portions, when said

program is run on a computer, for performing the method of any of claims 6 to 14.
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